Eclipsed by Color
FROZEN SEMEN CONTRACT 2014
1. Northern Legacy Horse Farm agrees to provide the buyer with _____ dose of frozen semen from stallion
Eclipsed By Color Reg# DE 431 319804205 in exchange for a fee of 400.00$ plus applicable taxes per dose, each
dose is sold with “NO LIVE FOAL GUARANTEES”.
2. Buyer agrees to pay all shipping costs, including insurance coverage, plus handling fee (for cryogenic lab
services) in addition to the semen cost plus applicable taxes.
3. All fees are payable to Northern Legacy Horse Farm upon execution of this contract. Buyer specifically agrees
and understands that NO SEMEN will be shipped until all fees have been paid.
4. Buyer is responsible for insuring the shipping container during return shipping. Buyer agrees that the container
will be returned within 7 days of arrival. Failure to do either of the above mentioned items will result in a 25$ per
day late charge. Laprise Stable assumes responsibility only to deliver semen in a viable condition at the time of
delivery. The semen MUST be administered by a licensed veterinarian familiar with the concept and practical use
of frozen semen. Attempts to use frozen equine semen outside the controlled situation of a qualified facility can
greatly reduce, or even prevent, chances of conception.
5. A “DOSE” of frozen semen is defined as a single insemination unit which includes a minimum of 300 million total
sperm, which, upon proper thawing show at least a 30% post thaw motility. Buyer agrees to hold harmless
Northern Legacy Horse Farm and/or any semen distribution agents, for any injury or illness to the mares associated
in any way with the insemination of frozen semen provided by Northern Legacy Horse Farm.
6. A breeding certificate will be supplied for each dose of frozen semen purchased that results in a viable foal.
7. Buyer specifically understands that Northern Legacy Horse Farm makes NO GUARENTEES or WARRANTY as to
the fertilizing capacity of any semen provided under the terms of this contract, either expressed or implied,
however, known conception rates will be relayed to buyer, and are given in good faith. Mare owner is responsible
for ascertaining their mare’s Registry’s requirements for the use of frozen semen and subsequent registration of
foals conceived thusly.
I AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE TERMS AND STIPULATIONS OF THIS CONTRACT.
Stallion owner_________________________________________________ Date__________________________
Mare owner___________________________________________________ Date __________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone________________________________________ e-mail__________________________________
Fed.X account #_________________________________
Shipment address______________________________________________________________________

